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AOU-SCO 2004 AT UNIVERSITE LAVAL, QUEBEC CITY, AUG 16-21 

In case you did not know already, the Society of Quebec 2004 
Canadian Ornithologists will hold its annual meeting Anler~can Orr~~thologs!~' Un~on 
jointly with the American Ornithologists' Union on Society of Canadian Ornithologists 

Universite Laval campus, Quebec city, 16-21 August. Soc~ele des ornilhologistes dii Canada 

FEES 
Until 16 Jul 2004, the registration fee will be $300 CAD ($150 students; $150 spouselguest). On-site registration fees will 
be $350 CAD ($200 students; $200 spouselguest). Members are encouraged to register early by using the online, secure 
registration page at the Meeting's website at http://www.sbf.ulaval.ca/aou-soc-20041. A confirmation notice will 
automatically be sent. 

Because of the substantial discount given to students and postdocs (who have obtained a PhD less than 2 years before 16 
August 2004). if you are registering as a studentlpostdoc you MUST bring your ID to check-in upon your arrival at the 
congress venue. 

SPECIAL EVENTS 
Check out our website for all the info about special events and field trips (pre-conference, post-conference and on the mid- 
conference "free" day - Thursday 19 August). Space is limited for the field trips, so get those registrations in early (those 
who wish to attend field trips or banquet without registering must contact MarylSne Plante - see address below). We will 
try to keep our website updated as they fill up and will try to add more if there is enough demand. 

WHERE TO STAY 
Campus housing registration is a separate process, run by the host University. Reservations for campus rooms can be made 
on the web at http:llwww.ulaval.ca~sres (look on the left for Summer housing [English]" and then "Convention 
participants" links to activate reservation form- select theAOU/SCO item in the ~croll  down list at the bottom of the form) 
or by phone (office hours - bilingual 418-656-2921). Confirmation of housing registration will be sent by e-mail or regular 
post. Payment is due on arrival. Check the website for suggested hotels with special rates. 

QUESTIONS 
If you have more questions, please contact me, and I'll try to get answers for you. Please check our website 
(l~ttp://www.sbf.ulaval.ca/ao~~-soc-2W for details and the latest infortnation on all activities regarding AOU-SOC 2004 
in Quebec city. 

See you soon in Quebec! 

Marylkne Plante, coordinatorlcoordonnatrice 
Annual MeetingICongrks annuel 2004 
American Ornithologists' Union andlet Societe des ornithologistes du Canada Universite Laval Qukbec, Canada, 
Phone~Te'l&phone: (41 8)952-9572, Fax : (418) 656-3551, aou.2004@sbf.ulaval.ca 
http:Naou-soc-2004.uLca 
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CONGRES L'AOU ET DE LA SOC A L'UNIVERSITE LAVAL, QUEBEC - 16 AU 21 
A O ~ J T  2004 

Si vous ne le saviez pas dQh, la Societi des 
ornithologistes du Canada tiendra son congrks annuel 
conjointement avec ]'American Ornithologists' Union 
sur le campus de I'Universitk Laval, du 16 au 21 aoDt 
2004. 

Quebec 2004 
Ariwrican Orn~tlrologicts' Un~r,n 
Societv of Canadian Orniflinlogi~ts 
Soclef6 des nrnllhoonlsles dl8 Canada 

FRAIS D'INSCRIPTION 
Jusqu'au 16 juillet 2004, les frais d'inscription seront de 300$ CAD (150$ pour ktudiant ; 150$ pour 6pouse/invitk). Les 
inscriptions B l'arrivee (et 2 partir du 16 juillet) coateront 350$ CAD (200$ pour ktudiant ; 200s pour conjoint non 
membre/invitk). Les membres sont encourages B s'inscrire t6t en utilisant la page Web sicuriske disponible A partir du site 
Internet du Congrks, http://www.sbf.ulaval.ca/aou-soc-20041. Un avis de confirmation sera automatiquement envoy6 par 
couniel. 

Vu le rabais important octroyk aux e'tudiants et aux stagiaires post-doctoraux (qui ont obtenu leur doctorat il y a moins de 
2 ans en date du 16 aoDt 2004), si vous vous inscrivez en tant qu'ktudiant/ stagiaire post-doctoral. vous DEVEZ prksenter 
votre carte d'identification (itudiante) i la table d'inscription h votre arrivie au Congrks. 

ACTIVITES SPECIALES 
Consultez notre site lnternet pour toute I'information sur les activite's spkciales et les sorties de terrain (prk-conferences. 
post-conferences et h mi-congrks la journte "libre" du jeudi I9  aoat). Les places sont limit& pour les sorties de terrain, 
alors h2tez-vous h vous y inscrire (les personnes non inscrites au congrks qui dksirent participer aux excursions ou au 
banquet sont prikes de communiquer avec Marylene Plante, voir adresse plus bas). Nous essayerons de tenir notre site 
Internet B jour B mesure que les activitks seront completes et tenterons d'ajouter des places si la demande est suffisante. 

HI~BERGEMENT 
La rkservation pour l'he'bergement sur le campus universitaire (rksidences etudiantes) se fait siparkment de I'inscription au 
Congrks. Elle se fait A travers I'universit6 h8te. La reservation pour une chambre dans les residences peut se faire par 
Internet au http://www.ulaval.ca/sres (suivre les liens "HCbergement d'dtd (franqais)" et ensuite "Congressistes" pour 
activer le formulaire d'inscription. Sklectionnez I'item AOU/SCO dans le menu d6oulant (au has du formulaire) ou par 
tkldphone (heures de bureau 41 8-656-2921). Une confirmation pour I'he'bergemenl aux rksidences ktudiantes sera envoyke 
par c o u ~ ~ i e l  ou par poste regulikre. Le paie~nent doit &re fait h votre arrivke. Consultez notre site Internet pour des 
suggestions d'h8tels oh des ententes de prix speciaux ont 6tC conclues. 

INTERROGATIONS 
Si vous avez d'autres interrogations, n'he'sitez pas h me contacter, et je tenterai d'obtenir les reponses pour vous. Consultez 
notre site Intemet (http://www.sbf.ulaval.ca/aou-soc-20041) pour plus de details et I'information la plus re'cente concernant 
toutes les activitks en lien avec le congrks AOU-SOC 2 Quibec. 

Nous vous attendons bientat h Quebec ! 

Marylkne Plante, coordinator/coordonnatrice 
Annual MeetingICongres annuel 2004 
American Ornithologists' Union andlet Sociktk des ornithologistes du Canada Universitk Laval Quebec, Canada 
PhoneITkliphone: (418)952-9572, Fax : (418) 656-3551, aou.2004@sbf.ulaval.ca, http://aou-soc-2004.ul.ca 
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SOME RAMRLINGS ON SCTENCE AND BIRD 
JEAN-PTERRE L. SAVARD 

Effective bird conservation is always challenging, if only 
because most species are migratory and use a variety of 
habitats during their life cycle. often in several countries. 
Conservation efforts (or at least their planning) are 
increasing at an almost exponential rate, with several 
international, multi-agency initiatives currently underway, 

I such as NABCI: the North American Bird Conservation 

1 Initiative, Partners in Flight, and several waterfowl joint 

i ventures. 

Unfortunately, science sometimes lags behind these 
efforts. We often suffer from the traditional division of 
having monitoring, research. and conservation programs 
in different administrative compartments, or even in 
different organisations. This has led to a disconnection in 
our efforts. A plethora of granting agencies will fund only 
conservation delivery activities, such as habitat 
acquisition or wildlife management initiatives, not 
realising the importance of linking these to the necessary 
surveys and research. This disconnection ~nakes adaptive 
management approaches difficult to undertake, as causes 
for success or failure of conservation measures are rarely 
assessed. Many monitoring programs have suffered from 
this segregation, because they have not benefited at the 
onset from adequate research and evaluation. 

I 
Many existing monitoring programs were designed 
initially for a narrow specific objective, but are now being 
used for purposes for which they are not optimally or 
adequately designed. Also several large scale monitoring 
programs are bascd on input from volunteers, which adds 
a degree of complexity. variability and uncertainty. 
Conservation organisation efforts often rely on the results 
of these monitoring activities to prioritize their efforts and I actions, without always grasping the implications of the 
biases and limitations of the monitoring techniques 

i themselves. 

I For several species of birds, research is inadequate to 
identify the causes of decline, and conservation decisions 
are sometimes based more on guesses rather than science. 
Habitat is usually assumed to be a limiting factor for most 
species, but it is often difficult to define habitat 
requirements and habitat quality for a particular species. 
Current research suggests that habitat issues are often 
more complex than previously ihought. For example, 
some birds use different breeding and post-breeding 

habitats, the type of habitat or timing of its use may vary 
with the age and sex of the birds, sink and source habitats 
may change From year to year, and habitat quality often 
appears to change between years. Add to this the effects of 
ongoing climate change, and the complexity of the issue 
of bird conservation becomes apparent. 

One positive note is that conservation efforts are 
increasingly being more focussed, and levels of 
collaboration are increasing, with the result that resources 
are used more effectively. However, such collaboration 
also increases the need for good science, as wrong choices 
will have greater impacts. For example, if in one 
conservation area, all contributing organisations focus 
their resources towards one or two priorities while 
neglecting other possible conservation efforts, a wrong 
choice could be quite detrimental to the birds they are 
trying to conserve. 

SCOISOC has an important role in promoting the use of 
good science as the basis for bird conservation efforts. 
The increasing collaboration among scientists, 
conservationists, bird watchers and volunteers is welcome 
as, at least in theory, it should improve the contribution of 
science to our conservation efforts. However, even this 
collaboration is challenging, as we must fight the strong 
tendency to reduce things to the lowest common 
denominator, which of course reduces the influence of 
science. One way to minimize that risk is to carefully 
identify and separate out those components which are 
based on sound science. on weak science, or on 
consensus. The latter often mixes science with many 
emotional and judgmental values. In the new era of 
collaboration, i t  is a role of each SCOISOC member to see 
that bird conservation is based on sound science wherever 
possible, and to clearly state when it is not. 

Some accomplishments of SCO/SOC: 

In August, I will complete my term as president of the 
Society, and hand over the presidency to Dr. Susan 
Hannon. During the past two years, the Society has 
progressed steadily on several fronts. as I tried to pursue 
initiatives undertaken by past presidents, especially Dr. 
Kathy Martin. The Fred Cooke Student Award was 
officially launched, and a fund-raising effort was initiated. 
I would like to thank all those who have contributed to 
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date, and encourage those who have not, to send a 
donation that will benefit students for years to come. We 
still need about $10,000 to ensure that we can award a 
yearly bursary of $500. Hopefully, we will reach that goal 
this year. 

The other major initiative that was started over ten years 
ago is the publication of a scientific journal by the Society. 
A joint journal publication committee, which is made of 
members appointed from both the SCOISOC and Bird 
Studies Canada (BSC), bas been quite active and is closer 
to this objective than ever. Details which will be 
announced at this summer's meeting, are being worked 
out with BSC, who have successfully sought start-up 
funding for the journal. Together we are working towards 
an agreement with an experienced publisher to produce a 
freely available, completely electronic, bird conservation 
science journal. Its current working name is Avian 
Conservation and Ecology (ACE), and the present 
schedule calls for the first issue to appear by fall 2005 or 
earlier. I hope you will all support this initiative and help 
make this journal a widely-recognised and successful one. 

Kathy Martin and Susan Hannon for their support in their 
respective roles of past-president and vice-president; Greg 
Robertson in his role of recording secretary and chair of 
the student presentation committee: Kevin Teather as 
chair of the Research Award Committee; Marc Andri 
Villard and Gilles Seutin as chairs of the Doris Huestis 
Speirs Award Committee: Dorothy McFarlane and Tony 
Diamond for overseeing the publication of Picoides; 
Charles Francis and Erica Nol as chair and member of Lhe 
Journal Publication Committee; Lesly Evans Ogden and 
Tony Diamond as representatives on the Ornithological 
Council; Brenda Dale as representative on the North 
American Banding Council; Tom Dickinson and Pierre 
Lamothe as treasurers; Nancy Flood and Thkrkse Beaudet 
as membership secretaries; Cheri Gratto-Trevor as chair 
of the organising committee for the SCO meeting in 
Saskatoon; Richard Elliot who has played a major role in  
producing various documents related to the journal 
initiative; and Andld Desrochers, Gilles Gaurhier and 
Jean-Fran~ois Giroiix for their roles in the organisation of 
the joint SCOIAOU meeting this August in Qukhec City. 
Finally. I would like to invite you all to our next meeting 
16-21 August 2004 in Quibec City. 

Some thanks: 
Although it is always risky to single out a few people, I 
would like to thank the following who have contributed 
greatly to the running of the Society during my term: 

Kevin Teathe!; kt~~cztherO~l/?ei.ccr,i.ccl 

Bradley Fedy, University of Rritish Columbia - Raillie 
Award ($1000) Metapopulation dynamics and resource 
selection in white-tailed ptarmigan. 

Daniela Campobello, University of Manitoba - Cooke 
Award ($1000) Cowbird vs cuckoo hosts: a comparative 
study of nest defense behavionr and learning. 

Rob Ronconi, University of Victoria - Taverner Award 
($500) Marine habitat selection and foraging behaviour by 
marbled murrelets during the breeding season. 

Heather Hinam, University of Alberta - Taverner 
Award ($500) The effects 01' forest fragmentation on the 
movement and reprodiictive success of the northern saw- 
whet owl. 
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(LAST SIX YEARS) 

Scaly, S.G., Department of Zoology, University of 
Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB R3T 2N2; Sealy. S.G. & T.J. Underwood. 2004. Accepters and 
phone: (204) 474-9485, fax: (204) 474-7588, rejecters of cowbird parasitism in the New World orioles 
E-mail: sgsealy@cc.u177nnitoha.ca (Icterus spp.). Ornitologia Neotropical 15: 

Publications: 
I 

Ellison, K., S.G. Sealy & H.R. McGaha. Submitted. Co- 
h occurrence of cowbird nestling bill-color morphs: 

adaptive or neutral mechanisms? Auk. 

Murphy-Klassen H.M., T.J. Underwood, S.G. Sealy, & 
A.A. Czymyj. Submitted. Long-term trends in spring 
arrival dates of migrant birds at Delta Marsh, Manitoba, in 
relation to climate change. Auk. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. Submitted. The fate of grackle 
(Quiscnlus) anti-parasite defences in the absence of brood 
parasitism: implications for host-parasite coevolutionwy 
cycles. Auk. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. Submitted. Correlates of egg 
ejection behaviour in hosts of the Brown-headed 
Cowbird. Condor. 

Hinam, H.L., S.G. Sealy & T.J. Underwood. In press. 
Hummingbird entanglements in burdock (Arctium spp.) at 
Delta Marsh, Manitoba. Canadian Field-Naturalist. 

Underwood, T.J., S.G. Sealy & C.M. McLaren. 2004. 
Infrequent brood parasitism on Eastern Wood-Pewees 
despite acceptance of experimental Brown-headed 
Cowbird eggs. Journal of Field Ornithology 75:165-171. 

Gill, S.A. & S.G. Sealy. 2003. Tests of two functions of 
alarm calls given by Yellow Warblers during nest defense. 
Canadian Journal of Zoology 8 1: 1685- 1690. 

Hare, J.F., S.G. Sealy, T.J. Underwood, K.S. Ellison & 
R.L.M. Stewart. 2003. Evidence of self-referent 
phenotype matching revisited: airing out the armpit effect. 
Animal Cognition 6:69-71. (Commentary) 

McLaren, CM & SG Sealy. 2003. Factors influencing 
susceptibility of host nests to brood parasitism. Ethology 
Ecology and Evolution 15:343-353. 

McLaren, C.M., B.E. Woolfenden, H.L. Gibbs & and S.G. 
Sealy. 2003. Genetic and temporal patterns of multiple 
parasitism by Brown-headed Cowbirds (Molothrus nter) 
on Song Sparrows (Melo.~pi?n melodin). Canadian Journal 
of Zoology 81 :281-286. 

Sealy, SG. TJ Underwood. In press. Accepters and Sealy, S.G. 2003. Laying times and a case of conspecific 
rejecters of cowbird parasitism in the New World orioles nest parasitism in the Black-billed Cuckoo. Journal of 
(Icrertds spp.). Ornitologia Neotropical. Field Ornithology 74:257-260. 

Underwood T.J., S.G. Sealy & C.M. McLaren. In press. Woolfenden, B.E., H.L. Gibbs, S.G. Sealy & D.G. 
Egg recognition in North American corvids: further McMaster. 2003. Host use and fecundity of individual 
evidence of retention of egg rejection. Canadian Journal female Brown-headed Cowbirds. Animal Behaviour 

I of Zoology. 66:95-106. 

I 
i Gill, S.A. & S.G. Sealy. 2004. Functional reference in an Woolfenden, B.E., H.L. Gibbs & S.G. Sealy. 2002. High 

alarm signal given during nest defence: Yellow Warbler, opportunity for sexual selection in both sexes of an 
Dendroica petechin, seet calls denote brood-parasitic obligate brood parasitic bird, the Brown-headed Cowbird 
Brown-headed Cowbirds. Behavioral Ecology and (Molothrus nter). Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology 
Sociobiology. 52:417-425. 

McMaster, D.G., D.L. Neudorf, S.G. Sealy &T.E. Pitcher. Woolfenden, B. E., H. L. Lisle Gibbs, C. M. McLaren, 
2004. A comparative analysis of laying times in passerine and S. G. Sealy. In press. Community-level patterns of 
birds. Journal of Field Ornithology 75: 1 13- 122. parasitism: use of three common hosts by a brood 

parasitic bird, the Brown-headed Cowbird. Ecoscience. 

~ A 
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Grant, N.D. & S.G. Sealy. 2002. Selection of Red-winged 
Blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus) hosts by the Brown- 
headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater). Bird Behavior 15:21- 
30. 

Kasumovic, M., H.L. Gibbs, B.E. Woolfenden, S.G. Sealy 
& H. Nakamura. 2002. Primary sex-ratio variation in two 
brood parasitic birds: Brown-headed Cowbird and 
Common Cuckoo. Auk 119:561-566. 

Lorenzana, J.C. & S.G. Sealy. 2002. Did blue eggs of 
Black-billed (Coccyzu.~ erythropthalmus) and Yellow- 
billed (C. americanus) cuckoos evolve to counter host 
discrimination? Auk 119:85 1-854. 

Peer, B.D., K.S. Ellison & S.G. Sealy. 2002. Intermediate 
frequencies of egg ejection by Northern Mockingbirds 
(Mimus polyglottis) sympatric with two cowbird species. 
Auk 119:855-858. 

Neudorf, D.L. & S.G. Sealy. 2002. Distress calls of birds 
in a Neotropical cloud forest. Biotropica 34: 11 8-126. 

Sealy, S.G. 2002. Returns, repeats and observations of 
Wilson's Warblers and other Neotropical migrants 
wintering in a Costa Rica cloud forest. North American 
Bird Bander 2754.59. 

Sealy, S.G., D.G. McMaster & B.D. Peer. 2002. Tactics of 
obligate brood parasites to secure suitable incubators. Pp. 
254-269 in D.C. Deeming (Ed.) Avian incubation: 
behaviour, environment and evolution. Oxford University 
Press. Oxford. 

Underwood, T.J. & S.G. Sealy. 2002. Adaptive 
significance of egg coloration. Pp. 280-298 in D.C. 
Deeming (Ed.). Avian incubation: behaviour, environment 
and evolution. Oxford University Press, Oxford. 

Lorenzana, J.C. & S.G. Sealy. 2001. Fitness costs and 
benefits of cowbird egg ejection by Gray Catbirds. 
Behavioral Ecology 12:325-329. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. 2001. Mechanism of egg 
recognition in Great-tailed Grackles. Bird Behavior 
14:71-73. 

Peer. B.D., H.J. Homan & S.G. Sealy. 2001. Infrequent 
cowbird parasitism on Common Grackles revisited: new 
records from the northern Great Plains. Wilson Bulletin 
113:90-93. 

Woolfenden, B.E., H.L. Gibbs & S.G. Sealy. 2001. 
Demography of Brown-headed Cowbirds at Delta Marsh. 
Manitoba. Auk 118: 156-166. 

Davis, S.K. & S.G. Sealy. 2000. Cowbird parasitism and 
nest predation in fragmented grasslands of southwestern 
Manitoba. Pp. 220-228 in Smith, J.M.N., T.L. Cook, S.I. 
Rothstein, S.K. Robinson & S.G. Sealy (Eds.). 2000. 
Ecology and management of cowbirds and their hosts: 
studies in the conservation of North American passerine 
birds. University of Texas Press, Austin. 

Grieef, P.M. & S.G. Sealy. 2000. Simulated host activity 
at nests does not attract cowbird parasitism. Bird Behavior 
13:69-78. 

McLaren, C.M. & S.G. Sealy. 2000. Are nest predation 
and brood parasitism correlated in Yellow Warblers? A 
test of the cowbird predation hypothesis. Auk 117:1056- 
1060. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. 2000. Conspecific brood 
parasitism and egg rejection in Great-tailed Grackles. 
Journal of Avian Biology 3 1:271-277. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. 2000. Responses of Scissor- 
tailed Flycatchers (Tyrannus forficatus) to experimental 
cowbird parasitism. Bird Behavior 13:63-67. 

Sealy, S.G., J.F. Chace & A.J. Banks. 2000. Two 
subspecies of Warbling Vireo differ in their responses to 
cowbird eggs. Western Birds 3 1: 190-194. 

Sealy, S.G., D.G. McMaster, S.A. Gill & D.L. Neudorf. 
2000. Yellow Warbler nest attentiveness before sunrise: 
anti-parasite strategy or onset of incubation? Pp. 169.177 
in Smith, J.M.N., T.L. Cook, S.I. Rothstein. S.K. 
Robinson & S.G. Sealy (Eds.). 2000. Ecology and 
management of cowbirds and their hosts: studies in the 
conservation of North American passerine birds. 
University of Texas Press, Austin. 

Alderson, G., H.L. Gibbs & S.G. Sealy. 1999. 
Determining the reproductive behaviour of individual 
Brown-headed Cowbirds using microsatellite DNA 
markers. Animal Behaviour 58:895-905. 

Alderson, G., H.L. Gibbs & S.G. Sealy. 1999. Parentage 
and kinship studies in an obligate brood parasitic bird, the 
Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothrus ater), using DNA 
microsatellite markers. Journal of Heredity 90: 182-1 90. 
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McMaster, D.G. & S.G. Sealy. 1999. Do Brown-headed 
Cowbird hatchlings alter adult Yellow Warbler behavior 
during the hatching period? Journal of Field Ornithology 
70:365-373. 

McMaster, D.G., S.G. Sealy, S.A. Gill & D.L. Neudorf. 
1999. Timing of egg laying in Yellow Warblers. Auk 
116:236-140. 

I Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. 1999. Laying time of the 
Bronzed Cowbird. Wilson Bulletin 11 1: 137-139. 

I Sealy, S.G. 1999. Cowbird parasitism on Lark Buntings: 
frequency, acceptance and fledging. Journal of Field 
Ornithology 70: 182-186. 

Lorenzana, J.C. & S.G. Sealy. 1999. A meta-analysis of 
the impact of parasitism by the Brown-headed Cowbird 
on its hosts. Studies in Avian Biology 18:241-253. 

Peer, B.D. & S.G. Sealy. 1999. Parasitism and egg 
puncture behavior by Bronzed and Brown-headed 
Cowbirds in sympatry. Studies in Avian Biology 18:235- 
240. 

Davis, S.K. & S.G. Sealy. 1998. Nesting biology of the 
Baird's Sparrow in southwestern Manitoba. Wilson 
Bulletin 110:262-270. 

Lichtenstein, G. & S.G. Sealy. 1998. Nestling 
competition, rather than supernormal stimulus, explain3 
the success of parasitic Brown-headed Cowbird chicks in 
Yellow Warbler nests. Proceedings of the Royal Society of 
London, Series B 252:249-254. 

Lorenzana, J.C. & S.G. Sealy. 1998. Adult brood parasites 
feeding nestlings and fledglings of their own species: a 
review. Journal of Field Ornithology 69:364-375. 

McMaster, D.G. & S.G. Sealy. 1998. Short incubation ' periods of Brown-headed Cowbirds: how do cowbird 
eggs hatch before Yellow Warbler eggs? Condor 100: 102- 

I 111. 

McMaster, D.G. & S.G. Sealy. 1998. Red-winged 
Blackbirds (Agelaius phoeniceus) accept prematurely 

I hatching Brown-headed Cowbirds (Molothrus ater). Bird 
Behavior 12:67-70. 

Sealy, S.G. & J.C. Lorenzana. 1998. Yellow Warblers 
(Dcndroica pctechia) do not recognize their own eggs. 
Bird Behavior 1257.66. 

Sealy, S.G., D.L. Neudorf, K.A. Hobson & S.A. Gill. 
1998. Nest defense by potential hosts of the Brown- 
headed Cowbird: methodological approaches, benefits of 
defense, and coevolution. Pp. 194-21 I in S.I. Rothstein & 
S.K. Robinson (Eds.) Avian brood parasites and their 
hosts: studies in coevolution. Oxford University Press, 
Oxford. 

Gibbs, H.L., P. Miller, G. Alderson & S.G. Sealy. 1997. 
Genetic analysis of Brown-headed Cowbirds Molothrus 
ater raised by different hosts: data from mtDNA and 
microsatellite DNA markers. Molecular Ecology 6:190- 
193. 

Gill, S.A., P.M. Grieef, L.M. Staib & S.G. Sealy. 1997. 
Does nest defense deter or facilitate cowbird parasitism? 
A test of the nesting cue hypothesis. Ethology 10356-71. 

Gill, S.A., D.L. Neudorf & S.G. Sealy. 1997. Host 
responses to cowbirds near the nest: cues for recognition. 
Animal Behaviour 53: 1287-1293. 

McMaster, D.G. & S.G. Sealy. 1997. Host-egg removal by 
Brown-headed Cowbirds: a test of the host incubation 
limit hypothesis. Auk 114:212-220. 

Sealy, S.G., J. Sinchez, R.G. Campos & M. Marin. 1997. 
Bronzed Cowbird hosts: new records, trends in host use, 
and cost of parasitism. Ornithologia Neotropical 8:175- 
184. 

Sealy, S.G. 1997. The subspecies of the Northern Saw- 
whet Owl on the Queen Charlotte Islands: an island 
endemic and a nonbreeding visitant. Western Birds 29:21- 
28. 

Theses: (University of Manitoba, except where 
otherwise notedl 

Stewart, R.L.M. 2003. Reported Black-billed and Yellow- 
billed cuckoo hosts' responses to a dummy Black-billed 
Cuckoo and cuckoo-like eggs. M.Sc. 

Underwood, T.J. 2003. Proximate and ultimate influences 
of egg recognition and rejection behaviour in response to 
avian brood parasitism. Ph.D. 

Shonk, K. 2001. Use of space by female cowbirds 
determined with radio-telemetry. M.Sc. (McMaster 
University: field work co-supervised with H.L. Gibbs) 
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McLaren, C. 2000. Patterns of host nest selection by 
Brown-headed Cowbirds parasitizing Song Sparrows and 
Yellow Warblers. M.Sc. 

Woolfenden, B.E. 2000. Demography and breeding 
behaviour of Brown-headed Cowbirds: an examination of 
host use, individual mating patterns and reproductive 
success using microsatellite DNA markers. Ph.D. 
(McMaster University: field work co-supervised with 
H.L. Gibbs). 

Lorenzana, J.C. 1999. Fitness costs and benefits of egg 
ejection by Gray Catbirds. M.Sc. 

Sealy, S.G. 1999. Further data on food items of Northern 
Saw-whet Owls (Aegolius acadicus brooksi) on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands, British Columbia. Western Birds 
30:2000-205. 

Hinam, H. 1998. Gape size and gape colouration of the 
Brown-headed Cowbird and two species of nonparasitic 
blackbird: factors determining a parasite's choice of host? 
B.Sc. Hons. 

Mico, M.A. 1998. Yellow Warbler nests: structure, 
building materials and cowbird parasitism. M.Sc. 

Neufeld, L.J. 1998. Egg colour variation, nest predation, 
and egg size variation in Brewer's Blackbirds (Euphugus 
cyanocephalus). B.Sc. Hons. 

Peer, B.D. 1998. An experimental investigation of egg 
recognition behavior in the grackles (Quiscula). Ph.D. 

McMaster, D.G. 1997. An experimental investigation of 
strategies used by Brown-headed Cowbirds to optimize 
parental care. Ph.D. 

Grant, N.D. 1998. Host choice of a generalis1 parasite, the 
Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothrus nter). M.Sc. 
(Laurent~an University). 

Hany Lumsden is well known to the ornithological 
community in Canada for his work on the behaviour of 
four species of grouse, for studies of nesting Canada 
Geese, and surveys of Snow Goose nesting colonies 
around James and Hudson Ray. His most notable recent 
accomplishment, however, has been the reintroduction of 
Trumpeter Swans in Ontario, where the last record of this 
species was in 1886. In 1982. his restoration program 
began with the releasing of swans raised in captivity, and 
in capturing sick and injured wild swans for treatment. 

Since those early years, numbers of Trumpeters are now 
estimated at about 483 in southern Ontario. It is known 
that these birds frequently die after hitting hydro wires, 
which break their wings and legs, but "flappers" installed 
on the wires have been very successful in reducing these 
injuries. Captive-bred, two-year old swans are released to 
the wild every year. but their mortality in the first year of 
release is about 17%. Thos. slowly the numbers of wild 
swans are climbing to the goal of the suggested minimum 
of 500 birds. with at least 100 breeding pairs. This huge 

and sustained effort from Mr. Lumsden's team of 
volunteers, donors, partners and scientists is finally 
paying off. 

More interesting details of this project can be found in 
Waterbirds 25 (Special Publication 1 ):301-3 12, 2003. 

Mr. Lumsden citation for the Order of Canada says: "He 
provides a strong example of how, by working together, 
we can make a lasting contribution to conservation. A 
retired biologist and research scientist with Ontario's 
Ministry of Natural Resources, Harry Lulnsden is an 
international authority on the grouse family and 
waterfowl. As well, he has shared his knowledge of 
aviculture with the general public. He has inspired 
volunteers to follow his lead in breeding Canada geese 
and trumpeter swans. successfully reintroducing these 
birds to Ontario. Known for his passion and dedication, 
he continues to stimulate public interest in wildlife 
conservation." 
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Nebel, S. 2003. Ecological factors underlying the 
nonbreeding distribution of Western Sandpipers. PhD 
thesis. Department of Riological Sciences, 5' , ~ m o n  
Fraser University, 8888 University Dr., Rumahy, RC, 
V5A 1S6, Canada, snebela@sfi.cn 

Avian species in which males and females migrate to 
different nonbreeding areas provide candidate systems to 
~tndy ecological factors underlying distribution patterns. 
Western Sandpipers (Calidris mauri) are such 'differential 
migrants'. These small, long-distance mi~ratory  - - - 
shorebirds breed in Alaska and eastern Siberia and 
overwinter mainly the American Pacific coast, between 
southern Canada and Peru, and to a lesser extent in the , 

Caribbean. Choice of nonbreeding latitude varied with 
both sex and age: the proportion of females increased 
towards more southerly latitude, while the proportions of 
juveniles was high at both the northern and the southern 
end of the range (Nebel et al. 2002). 

I tested two hypotheses that could explain the striking 
latih~dinal sex ratio cline. According to the predation 
danger hypothesis, predator escape ability of males and 
females, indexed by wing-loading, differs consistently 
across latitudes. Escape ability is generally reduced with 
higher wing-loading. Individuals with poorer escape 
ability were therefore predicted to prefer southern sites, 
where less fat is required as insurance against 
environmental variability. Wing-loading was higher 
overall for females. At one site I compared the sex ratio 
of carcasses and assessed molecularly, to that of free- 
living birds, but found no evidence for any sex-bias in 
predator-induced mortality (Nebel et al. 2004). Wing- 
loading increased with latitude in both sexes, but an index 
of predation danger remained constant across latitudes. 
Within latitudes, wing-loading was lower at smaller, and 
presumably more dangerous, sites. 

According to the feeding niche hypothesis, intertidal 
invertebrates are buried more deeply towards the south, 
possibly due to higher ambient temperature andlor 
desiccation. Longer bills enable probing (foraging on 

I buried prey) to greater depths. Females have 
disproportionately long bills, and can therefore exploit a 

! feeding niche at greater vertical depth. Bill length 
residuals, corrected for tarsus length, were predicted to 
increase towards the south. This was only found in males. 
No clear change of reeding mode with latitude was 
detected. Females probed more than males at all locations, 

even though aspects of the ultrastructure of female bills 
did not indicate greater specialisation for probing. At the 
one site where the relationship was measured, both sexes 
probed more with increasing sediment temperature. 

My results provided evidence for both hypotheses, while 
other hypotheses for differential migration were not 
supported. I suggest that both escape performance and 
feeding niche divergence are important factors in 
determining large-scale spatial distribution in Western 
Sandpipers. 

References: 
Nebel, S., A. Cloutier & G.J. Thompson. 2004. Molecular 
sexing of prey-remains permits a test of sex-biased 
predation in a wintering population of Western 
Sandpipers. Proc. R. Soc. Lond. B (S):DOI 
10.1098lrsb1.2004.0176. 

Nehel, S., D.B. Lank, P.D. OrHara, G. Fernandez, B. 
Haase, E Delgado, F.A. Estela, L.J. Evans Ogden, B. 
Harrington, B.E. Kus. J.E. Lyons, B. Ortego, J.Y. 
Takekawa, N. Warnock & S.E. Warnock. 2002. Western 
Sandpipers (Cnlidris mauri) during the nonhreeding 
season: spatial segregation on a hemispheric scale. 
Ank:119:922-928. 

Tardif, J. 2004. Frequentation des habitats par la 
pamline calotte noire (Wilsonia pusilla) en sapinikre 
boreale humide. M.Sc. Facult6 de foresterie et de 
geomatique, Universitk Laval, Quebec. 

Plusieurs espkces d'oiseaux forestiers qui se reproduisent 
en Amkrique du Nord ont des effectifs en ddclin et 
nkcessitent donc un suivi b long ternie afin de respecter 
nos engagements en matikre de biodiversitb. De celles-ci 
une forte proportion est reprdsentbe par des espkces 
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sp6cialistes de divers types d'habitats ouvelts, c'est-i-dire 
sans couvert arborescent. Des habitats ouverts sont cries 
chaque annee par les coupes totales en fbr2t bordale, mais 
ils sont en nette diminution dans les for&ts plus 
mt!ridionales de I'Est de I'Amdrique du Nord depuis 
quelques dicennies. Suite 31 l'importante mddiatisation 
mende par plusieurs groupes de pression pour ddcrier la 
perte des for& suranndes et vierges, les coupes totales 
pratiqudes par les forestiers sont de plus en plus ma1 
perpes. Pourtant, les coupes totales, en tant que milieux 
ouverts, peuvent constituer d'importants habitats 
fauniques. Afin de determiner leur importance pour la 
conservation, il est essentiel d'en connaitre le plus 
possible en ce qui a trait 21 leur utilisation par la faune. 

Cette t!tude s'est donc penchde sur une espkce faunique de 
milieux ouverts, la Pari~line B calotte noire (Wilsonia 
pusilla). Les populations de cette espkce subissent une 
importante diminution depuis les 40 dernihres anndes. 
Nous avons donc mesurd I'occurrence de cette espkce 
dans 43 sites d'aulnaies et 90 sites de coupes totales, sur 
le territoire de la For& Monlniorency, Qudbec. Nous 
avons dgelement mesure 5 paramktres phdnotypiques 
(poids, longueur de rectrice, longueur du bec, longueur de 
la calotte et longueur de l'aile) afin de vdrifier s'il existait 
une difference entre les individus capturds dans les deux 
milieux. Finalement, nous avons vt!rifid quels dtaient les 
facteurs du paysage qui influenpient l'occurrence de 
l'oiseau dans un site. et ce a quatre rayons differents 
(501n, 1001n, 200m et 400m). Nous avons trouvt! une 
proportion dquivalente de Paritline A calotte noire dans les 
aulnaies que dans les coupes totales. 

Nous n'avons trouv6 aucune diffdrence plidnotypique 
entre les individus capturds dans les deux habitats. La 
quantitd de milieux ouverts autours du site itait fortement 
associke avec la presence de Parulines h calotte noire et 
ce, aux quatre rayons itudids. La prdsence d'aulnaies 
buissonnantes et la quantiti cle regt!ndration entre 2 et 4 m 
dtaient aussi assocides i la prisence de I'espkce. Ces 
rksultats jettent une nouvelle lumikre sur I'habitat de 
I'espkce et identifient les coupes totales comme des 
milieux potentiellement importants pour le maintien des 
populations. 

Habitat use by Wilson's Warbler (Wilsonia pusilla) in 
a wet boreal fir forest. 

habitats are created every year by clear-cutting in boreal 
forest but they have been decreasing in the last two 
decades in deciduous and mixed forests of Eastern North 
America. Due to important media coverage, with 
conservation NGOs accusing clear-cutting and other types 
of timber harvesting for the loss of old forest and 
associated species, perception of perturbation of forest 
made by humans is mostly negative. However, clear-cuts, 
as open habitats, may be important to wildlife. To 
understand their conservation value, more work needs to 
be done on their use by wildlife. 

The present study has focused on a species dependent on 
open areas, Wilson's Warbler (Wilsonia pusilla). 
Populations of this species have been declining during the 
last 40 years. We evaluated species occurrence in 43 alder 
sites and 90 clex-cut sites, at the For& Montmorency. 
Quebec. We also measured 5 physical traits of captured 
males (weight, rectrix length, beak length, cap length and 
wing length) in order to establish if there is a difference 
between birds found in the two dirferent habitats. Finally, 
we evaluated which Factors of the landscape affected the 
occurrence of bird in a site, at four different radii (50. 100, 
200 and 400 m). 

We found an equal proportion of Wilson's Warbler in both 
habitats and no phenotypic difference was found. 
Percentage of open area around site was strongly 
associated with the presence of Wilson's Warblers, at each 
radius. Presence of patchy alder and percentage of 
regeneration between 2 and 4 m high were also associated 
with the species' occurrence. These results throw new 
light on the habitat of Wilson's Warblers and highlight the 
potential role or clear-cuts for the maintenance of its 
po~ulations. 

Many bird species breeding in North America recluire 
long-term tracking because of their unknown or declining 
population status. Of those, an important proportion is 
represented by open habitat-dependant species. Open 

1 ,  , ,  \ ,  I I< 
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BOOK REVIEW . 

Michl, GBhor, 2003. A hirder's guide to the hehaviour families, with a more general (and traditional) outlook on 
of European and North American birds. Gavia behaviour than in the preceding sections, which are rather 
Science, Budapest. ISBN 9632101723. distrihuted hy fixated on sexual matters. The book ends with an 
NHBS www.nhhs.com, for 19.99 (GRP) or ahout impressive list of references, most of which are quite 
$49.99 Canadian. recent. 
reviewed hy Andr6 Desrnchers, Universith Lava1 

Despite the complete lack of figures and photographs in 
As a North American birder with a keen interest in the first two-thirds of the book, I found the text very 
behaviour, I was naturally looking forward to reading this pleasant to read. I was amazed at the ability of the author 

I book, based on its title. However, after a few pages, I to explain complex results clearly and rigorously without 
realized that this "birder's guide" would the help of graphics and tables - I would equate that 
mislead the average birder, who may expect to talent to that of the few speakers who can 
find here a series of identification tips based on keep an audience's continued attention 
behaviour. That's because the birders I know without slides or overheads. Intriguing 
are usually in the business of naming birds, not titles such as "The detailed mechanism of 
sperm competition and other aspects of avian sperm competition in a wild bird" or 
private life. But to be fair, a lot of birders are "sexual coercion" make up for a lack of bird 
also keen naturalists with a broader sketches in those sections (well, perhaps not 

I perspective; such people who have a for the birder). The choice not to provide 
I historical/evolutionary perspective on the detailed citations (i.e., with author surnames) 
1 diversity of nature will certainly find this is an excellent one in my opinion, because it 
I book worth reading. helps keep the focus on birds, not on a 
1 popularity contest among researchers. 

So, what's in this book? In a review of over Sections on communication and sexual 
400 studies, the author Gibor Michl, a selection are packed with facts and for that ~ respected ornithologist from Hungary, makes a tour of reason, could be criticized as being too arid, but 
recent advances in our understanding of the behaviour of these facts are so fascinating the reader forgets about 

I birds. With evolution and adaptive value always in mind, narrative shortcomings. I noted some repetitions in the 
Michl divides the tour in three parts, two conceptual and parts on communication and sexual selection, e.g. 
one taxonomic. The conceptual part starts with chapters recurring discussions on the roles of melanin and 
on "communication", where we are treated to a series of carotenoids in secondary sexual characters. To be fair. 
interesting, and so~netinies amazing, facts and however, repetitions may be unavoidable because the 
speculations on avian vision, the origins and functions of subjects covered in different chapters are intimately 
plumage coloration, associated displays, and singing. The linked and the species that have been thoroughly studied 
cliscussion of acoustic relationships between territorial are few. 
neighbours is simply fascinating. Then, Michl tackles 
sexual selection and presents more research subjects that This latter part of the book is by far my preferred one, for 
have been hot for years (and probably for years to come) several reasons. First, its illustrations are first-class and 
in behavioural ecology circles, such as the honesty of the format, with text on the left page and illustration on 
plumage signals. parasite resistance, and the costs of the right page, remind the birder in me that this is a 
cuckoldry. Chapter and section titles here portray a "guide" after all, something that was not at all obvious in 
strange coexistence of tabloid and scientific jargon: "good the more "arid" sections on communication and sexual 
genes and honesty of male sexual signals", "sperm selection. Also, the very fact that it is taxonomically 
competition", "costs of cuckolding", "sexual coercion", to oriented forces a balanced coverage of species. That is 
end with "infanticide" ... Certainly not the usual stuff for something we do not get in the previous sections, where 
birders, at least, not where birds are concerned! the author has no choice but to keep coming back to the 

classic studies, where Great Tits, House Finches, 
In the taxonomic part of the hook. we are offered a Blackbil-ds and Pied Flycatchers nre under the spotlight 
journey through behavioural characteristics from 48 avian more often than not. 
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All in all, this is a very worthwhile book to take with you 
on an airplane or train (and give yo11 an excuse to 
procrastinate on that thesis you have to review). The lirst 
two parts (communication and sexual competition) no 
doubt will have a short "usefi~l shelf life" with the rapid 

Dorothy McFarlane 
doroth@nbnet.nb.ca 

My work with the MAPS program over the past eight 
summers is finally paying off with records of returning 
birds. As can be expected, most retraps are of hirds 
banded the summer before, but with every new banding 
season a few more exciting retraps occur. One male 
black-throated blue warbler, handed when he was an adult 
breeder, has been caught for seven summers in a row, 
often in the same net. His spouse (I think) returned for 
five years, so far. Several other individual warblers have 
been seen three and t'our years after banding. Last week a 
red-eyed vireo banded in 1998 was captured in the same 
net he was found in six years ago! For people running 
banding stations, these experiences are like opening 
presents on Christmas morning as a child - wonderful, 
sometimes awe-inspiring. Other satisfying experiences 
with MAPS include seeing volunteers, who have never 
handled birds before, learn the techniques and begin to 
feel confident. Personally, my increased knowledge in 
ageing and sexing birds, prompted by new ideas on ~iioult 
from the lnstititute of Bird Populations (IBP), is keeping 
me on the cutting edge. 

pace of progress on the conceptual side of things. 
However, the excellent and synthetic series of family 
accounts will have a more lasting use, and saves the day 
by giving meaning to the word "guide" in the title. 

This year JBP has instituted a change in terminology to 
distinguish the first pre-basic moult from other pre-basic 
moults, by using the word 'pre-formative' instead of first 
pre-basic. Consequently, all the feather tracts on the bird 
in the hand musl be judged independently to be either 
juvenal, formative, basic, alternate, or m i x ~ r e s  of these. 
Thesc categories are used to dcrerrnine the age of the bird 
- hatch year, second year, or after second year. All across 
this country, MAPS handers are stretching their brains 
Lhinking hard over each hird's plumage. We have found 
that a few good digital photos of' wings, tails, and feather 
edgings helps tremendously to both see the moult limits, 
and remember why you made certain conclusions. 

The deadline for submissions to the fall Picoides is 
November 1st. 

Don't forget to vote hy July 10 for  a new V-P and 
Councillors!! 
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